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Tidal Wave Of 'Turbo Cancers' Strike
America At Same Time As Doctors Warn

Of An 'Accelerated Disease Process'
And 'The Greatest Crime In History'
Being Carried Out Before Our Eyes 

- Doctors Tell ANP Of Explosion Of Neurological
Diseases: 'We've Never Seen Anything Like This'
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By Stefan Stanford - All News Pipeline - Live Free
Or Die

While most Americans probably don't know the
name Dr. Devin Hoover, the body of the man being
called a brilliant Detroit, Michigan neurosurgeon was
recently found in his home, wrapped in a bed sheet,
after being shot in his multi-million dollar mansion in
one of the most upscale neighborhoods in Michigan.

With his entire community said to be stunned by
Hoover's death, as well as former patients, with one
remembering Hoover as a wonderful human being
as well as a great physician, telling WXYZ "Those
three days in the hospital [after surgery], he’d come
in the morning to check on you, call you after your
discharge to check on you. You just don’t see that
anymore," while a relative of his named Winston
Lechlitner wrote on Facebook "I’m inspired by Uncle
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Devon’s kindness to everyone. It’s such a tragic
loss and still many unknowns, and yet, I think these
all dim in the reality of the fact that his life, even
though ended too soon, positively impacted
literally hundreds and hundreds, if not
thousands, of people," police believe his death
may have been the result of a domestic dispute,
though Dr. Hoover was single and lived alone.

And while you may ask why I've brought up the
mysterious murder of a very popular and apparently
good man who happened to be a 'neurosurgeon,' it
IS his profession that leads me to write this story,
with numerous neurosurgeons having warned
us about the deadly dangers that would come to
humanity with a unproperly tested 'vax' being forced
upon the masses, as well as a recent personal
experience of mine that ties this all together.

As many ANP readers know, back in 2020, I
became ill, with one of the first symptoms to hit me
being tinnitus. With that tinnitus still not going away
to this day, just days ago I went to the nearby health
center after suffering severe arm and shoulder pain
that had left me largely unable to move my right
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arm. And in discussing numerous other health
symptoms I've had over the past 3 years with the
doctor I met with, and mentioning the tinnitus, he
referred me to go see a neurologist at a nearby
hospital while also taking X-rays of my arm and
shoulder and finding I'm suffering from severe
arthritis.

And then came the kicker. Upon calling the
neurology department at the hospital the next day
to make an appointment, I was told the earliest they
could get me in was July. Politely asking the person
on duty why it would take so long to get in there, I
was told "We're completely booked up until then,"
and when I asked her why, she told me she didn't
know and: "In all of my years of working there,
we've never seen anything like this before." 

So while I'm definitely not a doctor but a researcher
and a writer, and it very well could be just a strange
'coincidence' that neurologists are so incredibly busy
nowadays, I've got to ask if Dr. Devin Hoover might
have 'discovered' something he shouldn't have, and
being a good soul, with one neighbor saying of him
"That man was an angel. He was beautiful," was
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going to go public with his information? 

As one commenter on this Resist The Mainstream
story pointed out, "A domestic dispute that ended
with him in his attic wrapped in a sheet and his
car stolen? That's a little fishy to me." Indeed it is. 

Back on July 21st of 2021, The Defender: Children's
Health Defense News And Views, published this
story titled "Scientist Sounds Alarm: COVID
Vaccines Producing Symptoms of Parkinson’s,
Other Neurodegenerative Disorders" within which
they immediately reported the following.:

"Immunologist and former NIH scientist J. Bart
Classen analyzed data on COVID vaccine
adverse events reported to the UK’s Yellow Card
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system and found thousands of reports of
multiple symptoms that are “clear signals” of
neurodegenerative disorders."

Warning within that story that such cases continue to
pile up, even leading to the US Food and Drug
Administration to add a warning to the Johnson &
Johnson jab back then, their story story then
reported that scientists are issuing urgent
warnings about a possible tsunami of other
types of neurological injuries, with Immunologist
J. Bart Classen, one-time National Institutes of
Health (NIH) contract scientist and proprietor of
Classen Immunotherapies, a Maryland
biotechnology firm, publishing a paper in February
outlining the potential for messenger RNA (mRNA)
COVID vaccines to trigger development of prion
diseases as well as other chronic diseases. From
the Defender story.: 

Prion or “prion-like” diseases include Alzheimer’s,
Parkinson’s, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS),
multiple system atrophy (MSA) and others. A
hallmark of these neurodegenerative diseases is
the formation and clustering of misfolded
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proteins within the nervous system. 

Classen’s February conclusions were based on
analysis of RNA from the Pfizer injection.

Now, Classen has published a second paper on
prion disease risks that draws on actual adverse
event data from the United Kingdom following
vaccination with the AstraZeneca or Pfizer COVID
vaccines. 

These data show the risk of neurodegenerative
adverse events is far from theoretical. In fact, the
AstraZeneca vaccine is already producing a
safety signal for Parkinson’s disease, and the
Pfizer vaccine may not be far behind. 

Warning also within that story that all of these mRNA
vaxxes aim to spur production of coronavirus
spike protein and related antibodies within the
recipient, and that diagnoses of 'nervous disorders'
have continued to climb astronomically since the
rollout of 'the jab,' their story also warned that since
the rollout of the jab they've been witnessing
something they called an 'accelerated disease
process' that we have to take a look at in depth in
the final section of this story below considering ALL
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of the so-called 'turbo cancers' we're now witnessing
in America, young and heathy people suddenly
diagnosed with cancers, then dying within just days
if not hours following their diagnosis. All jab related?
No doubt something incredibly sinister is now going
on in America as we move towards 2025. 

(ANP EMERGENCY FUNDRAISER: Due to a heavy
censorship campaign by 'big tech' upon ANP
articles, we're being forced to run an emergency
fundraising drive. We also want to thank everybody
who has donated to ANP over the years. With
donations and ad revenue all that keep ANP
online, if you're able, please consider donating to
ANP to help keep us in this fight for America's future
at this absolutely critical time in US history. During a
time of systematic, 'big tech' censorship and
widespread institutional corruption, truth-seeking
media and alternative views are crucial, and EVERY
little bit helps more than you could know!)     
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Since we began this story by naming a largely
unknown neurosurgeon who was recently murdered
in his upscale Detroit, Michigan neighborhood, we'll
now bring up the name of a 16-year-old
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania teenager who also
recently met his untimely and very unexpected
death. 

As the Daily Mail reports in this new story, Kyle
Limper, a 16-year-old passed away within 24
hours of being taken to the hospital and
diagnosed with leukemia. With Limper a high
school athlete who had been in excellent health
before suddenly complaining of back pain after a
recent basketball game, leading his parents to take
him to the hospital, doctors there revealed that his
organs throughout his body were shutting down due
to the 'leukemia,' with Limper dying just hours later.

Leaving his family and friends in utter shock as he
was a fit, healthy and active teenager who
participated in sports across the board and had no
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signs or symptoms that he was suffering from
cancer, his death from what appears to be 'turbo-
cancer' is far and away from being the only such
death, with numerous reports emerging recently of
people 'dying suddenly' following their mysterious
cancer diagnosis. 

Discussed by doctors and medical experts in both
the 1st and 2nd videos at the bottom of this story,
with Dr. Paul Cottrell dropping nightmare bombshells
on the "turbo cancer" explosion people are suffering
from following both getting 'covid' as well as 'the jab,'
in the 1st video, while in the 2nd video below, Dr.
Ben Marble discusses turbo cancers of the breast,
colon, esophagus, kidney, liver and pancreas
exploding all across America as confirmed in this
Harvard Gazette story, is it just a 'strange
coincidence' that these cancers are now exploding,
following a mass jab campaign, at the same time as
this previously mentioned Children's Health Defense
story warned of an 'accelerated disease process'
triggered by the jabs? We believe it's no
'coincidence' at all but exactly what the eugenicist
globalists who are pushing 'depopulation,' have long
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been working towards. Once again, from that story.: 

Accelerated disease process? 

Ordinarily, scientists believe it takes years (or
even decades) for the abnormal folding of
certain proteins to produce prion disease. How,
then, could Classen detect a “clear signal” for
Parkinson’s disease just months after the
vaccines’ rollout? 

Classen offers several explanations which are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. First, he suggests
COVID vaccines could be accelerating disease
progression in individuals who either already have
subclinical prion disease or have mild prion disease
that has not been properly diagnosed. 

In addition, there is evidence indicating the
vaccine spike protein can prompt misfolding of
essential RNA/DNA binding proteins called
TDP-43 and FUS and catalyze a toxic “chain
reaction.” 

The vaccine spike protein may also cause
proteins “including [normal] prions already in
cells” to form abnormal clumps (called Lewy
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bodies) that can result in “relatively rapid cell
death.” Research has shown development of Lewy
bodies in monkeys exposed to SARS-CoV-2.
Notably, Lewy bodies “cause some or all of the
motor symptoms of Parkinson’s disease.” 

Precisely because the spike protein can so
quickly set abnormal protein clumping into
motion, Classen speculates this “could allow fairly
rapid detection of prion disease after immunization.” 

At the same time, Classen cautions that flawed
adverse event reporting systems will likely fail to
capture neurodegenerative diseases that take
more time to develop. Most vaccine adverse event
reports are for acute events, he says, whereas few
of the adverse events that occur “years or decades
after administration of a pharmaceutical are ever
reported.” 

Thus, when the FDA added its Guillain-Barré
warning for the J&J COVID-19 vaccine in mid-July,
the agency was grudgingly letting the world
know some COVID vaccine recipients can expect
serious or fatal neurological outcomes.

In the 3rd video below from several years ago,
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Neurosurgeon Dr. Russell Blaylock discussed the
origins of eugenics and social engineering and
warned about the consequences of vaxxes being
injected into human beings without being properly
tested, consequences just like we're witnessing now.

So while the mysterious murder of Neurosurgeon Dr.
Devin Hoover in Detroit could very well just have
been a horrific 'domestic incident,' and have nothing
at all to do with his job as a Neurosurgeon, and the
horrific death from 'leukemia' of 16-year-old Kyle
Limper just an unpreventable tragedy, the more we
learn of such turbo-cancers exploding across
America as heard in the 1st two videos below, and
the more we hear about Neurologists warning us
about the devastating effects the vax would unleash
upon the health of Americans, the more we believe
we're witnessing 'genocide' in action, 'big pharma'
and the satanic and pure evil members of the US
govt carrying out what John Leake over at Dr. Peter
McCullough's substack just called 'the greatest
crime in history' as heard in the final video below. 

EMERGENCY ANP FUNDRAISER: With non-stop
censorship and 'big tech' attacks upon
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independent media, donations from readers are
absolutely critical in keeping All News Pipeline

online. So if you like stories like this, please
consider donating to ANP.

All donations are greatly appreciated and will
absolutely be used to keep us in this fight for the

future of America.
Thank you and God Bless. Susan and Stefan.

PLEASE HELP KEEP ANP ALIVE BY DONATING
USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING METHODS.
One time donations or monthly, via Paypal or

Credit Card:

Or https://www.paypal.me/AllNewsPipeLine

OR Donate to ANP via Subscribestar

Donate Via Snail Mail

Checks or money orders made payable to Stefan
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Stanford or Susan Duclos can be sent to:

P.O. Box 575
McHenry, MD. 21541
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